These data will be examined and compared with other time series to determine if any inconsistent signals arc being emitted as to the course of the eeonõ my.
Real product in the second quarter was below the first quarter, and since fourth quarter 1973 this incasure of real activity has declined at a 4 percent annual rate, By comparison, real product had increased at a 2.1 percent annual rate in the previous three quarters and at a 6.7 percent average annual rate from fourth quarter 1970 -the trough of the previous recessionto first quarter 1973.
Industrial production, on the other hand, is up some\vhat from the depressed levels of last winter. Though advances have been sluggish and irregular since February, industrial production was up at a 1.9 percent annual rate from February to July. Although this gain is not particularly impressive, it should be noted that industrial production growth has been dampened by work stoppages in various industries. For the first seven months of 1974, 29.5 million man-it SUPERFICIAL reading of economic data suggests that the first half of 1974 was apparently one of the worst periods of economic attainment in the postWorld War II period, 'with indexes of real growth and the price level moving adversely at the same time. The reported decline in real product for the two quarters was exceeded only during the recessions of 1953-54 and 1957-58 . At the same time the reported inflation rate was the highest for all successive twoquarter periods since 1947.
For an exercise with similar objectives, see Geoffrey Moore, "Recession?", Economic Outlook USA, a quarterly publication of the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan (Summer 1974), pp. 4-5. days were lost because of work stoppages, compared to 13.1 million mandays lost in the comparable period of 1973.
Despite irregular movements in industrial production thus far in 1974, employment conditions have been remarkably strong. Total employment, after holding steady from October 1973 to April 1974, has since increased at a 2.5 percent annual rate. Unemployment has changed little since January, averaging 5.2 percent of the labor force, Prices have continued to increase very rapidly. The general price level has risen at a 9 percent annual rate since early 1973, compared to about a 4 percent increase in the previous year. Consumer prices have advanced at a 10 percent average rate since early 1973, and prices for wholesale industrial commodities have increased at a 20 percent average rate.
Interpretation of GNP Data
A controversial aspect of the recent data is whether or not the first half figures indicate recession. It is well known that a shorthand method of determining whether or not a recession has occurred is to examine the movements of real product -in particular whether or not real product declines for two consecutive quarters. But the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) emphasizes that the label of recession is not determined in such a simple manner.
2 Rather, the NBER makes such a determination from a much broader data base and uses the criteria of duration, severity, and the degree of diffusion.
The question of whether or not a particular period of economic experience should be defined as a recession is of little consequence for economic policy. Such labeling is helpful in later years since identification of recession periods assists in the interpretation of past economic events. What is important for the poiicymaker is whether or not a slowdown is occurring, and if so, is some kind of countereyclical action necessary in light of the objectives of policymakers. Tables I and II provide percentile rankings for various measures of real economic activity and prices. A percentile ranking is a shorthand method of summarizing the movement of a particular time series in a specified time period relative to the historical movement of that series. A ranking of a specified rate of change in the 50th percentile, for example, indicates there were as many observations''above as below that rate of change. High percentile rankings (greater than 50 but not more than 100) indicate rates of change that are high relative to past experience. Low percentile rankings (less than 50 but not less than zero) indicate rates of change that are low relative to past experience. Table I shows percentile rankings for alternative measures of real economic activity. It should be noted that real GNP is the only series in this table which is computed by deflating nominal magnitudes. The other series involve more direct measures of physical production and employment. The 4 percent annual rate of decline for real GNP from fourth quarter last year to second quarter 1974 ranked in the 3rd percentile. In other words, tile last two quarter's decline in real GNP ranked very poorly relative to economic experi-credit irc anked in I ible II. 1 hc GNP Another aspect of the tallies that is of interest is that when viewed together, the latest expansion is dhfferent in two respects -in terms of the policy variables and in terms of prices; the two latest expaitsions arc charactenzed by extremes. The real variables do not demonstrate the same pattern. During periods of ceommonlic expansion. industrial prodmmction and payroll employment do not seem to he systematically related to the movements of the policy variables. For tile last seven years -covering the two most recent expatlsions -monetary amid fiscal policy have beemi much more stinmuiative than in previous expansions, with the chief effect being that prices have increased more rapidly than otherwise with httle noticeable effect omt production and employment.
The first half of 1974 for the U.S. economy was a failure from the standpoint of the degree of achievement of goals relating to economic growth and price stability. Yet, upon cioser examnmatiomi of the data, SEPTEMBER 1974 whether or not the economy experienced recession is still an open questiomm. Only the time series of real GNP definitely supports the uotiomi that a recession (lid 1 occur; other measures of real economic activitythough they have slowed -I save not cienmonstrated such weakness svlien x'iewed in perspective. it seems that rapid inflatiomm anci/or subs tamltial changes in reiative prices cause considerable diffieult~in the measuremnent of overall price leveis which, iii turm, creates prohiems in the conversion of nominal mmlagnitudes to "real" magnitudes.
Examination of the current expansion from a longerterm perspective indicates that the advance of production amid employmnent is quite similar to previous expansiomis. Where the current expansion stands out relative to most other expammsions is in the mnovement of the price level and in the pohcv variables. Durimig the expansion period from iatc 1970 to the present. substamitiai mnomietarv~md fiscal stininitis has cammsed a rapid rise in the pride levei without d,ommcmlsm,rate gaimis in production amid emoplovment.
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